Your Cachemire® dealer :

The colour card and Cachemire® samples folder guide you
in determining your choice. The individual samples are real
paint samples that give you a realistic picture of all 120
Cachemire® colours.
The quality and colour trueness of the Cachemire® colours can only be guaranteed
when the authentic Mathys®’ Cachemire paints are used.
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Discover the Cachemire® colours at your local Mathys® Cachemire® dealer. You will be informed about the collection
during a special presentation that shows how the colours
look in various lighting conditions.
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Colours and gloss levels determine the mood of a room. A colour
can transform the ambience from romantic to bold, from classic
to contemporary. A matt paint conceals imperfections and absorbs reflections. A subtle gloss adds an extra dimension to an
interior. It is all about taste and personality, about knowing the
type of emotion you wish to impart to a space.
This is why Mathys® launched its Cachemire® designer colour
and paint collection. We offer even more options for you to
create the interior that is perfect for you.
Discover the intense beauty of our Cachemire® colours. Feel the
textures of our designer paints. Cachemire® paints are of the
highest quality and their designer dimension adds unparalleled
richness to the 120 Cachemire® colours.
Have fun on your creative journey!

The impact of light on the paint structure and colour
intensifies and improves its appearance.
The type of light, the angle of incidence and the
space itself all contribute to bringing colours and
textures to life. A colour sample can help you to
make your final colour choice. Discover our Cachemire samples folder and create your own style
and mood.

A003 - ciel de brume

The Cachemire® colour card allows you the space to
create your own brilliant compositions. The colours are
even more vibrant and create more ambience when
they are combined. Will you choose colours from the
same colour group or go for a bolder combination of
one or more contrast colours? Whatever you choose to
do, the result will always be stunning.

A004 - talc

For more inspiration, go to your Cachemire® dealer
and ask for our sample book.

D044 - tournesol

B018 - beige calcaire

C025 - cachemire
blanc antique

A008 - gris calcaire
A011 - noir de noir

F067 - pomodore

A005 - gris perle

A001 - blanc naturel

J113 - cachemire atlantis

D045 - safran

The Cachemire range was expertly put together
by experienced colour specialists. Always on a
quest for new nuances, they designed a palette
of 120 colours that will give you an idea of what
Cachemire can mean for your home. Colours that
can give your interior an almost palpable aura.

H094 - griotte
E049 - raisin blanc

C026 - vanille

E056 - rousillon

A010 - cachemire gris galet
B013 - blanc coronal

J114 - jaune moutarde
I107 - bleu foncé

For typographical reasons there may be color differences between the colors on this page and the
actual color samples.

D046 - pudding

J116 - vert olive

B023 - brun cigare

Imitation concrete for
a pure and modern effect
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It isn’t only the colour of the paint that determines the mood of your home but also its composition.
Cashmere® paints are high quality and their “Design” aspect gives an unparalleled richness to all 120 Cashmere® colors.
All Cachemire paints are water based and have a low VOC content. Paint with a heart for the environment that doesn’t compromise on quality.
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A001 - blanc naturel

A002 - cachemire blanc

B013 - blanc coronal

B014 - écru

C025 - cachemire blanc antique

C026 - vanille

D037 - sabayon

D038 - sable blanc

E049 - raisin blanc

E050 - pistache douce

A003 - ciel de brume

A004 - talc

B015 - crème de café

B016 - lin

C027 - blanc mauve

C028 - jaune citronné

D039 - sable

D040 - macaron

E051 - blé

E052 - saumon

A005 - gris perle

A006 - ivoire

B017 - cachemire sable

B018 - beige calcaire

C029 - crumble

C030 - noisette

D041 - dune

D042 - sahara

E053 - jaune toscan

E054 - rouge canyon

A007 - gris cendré

A008 - gris calcaire

B019 - laine brute

B020 - sisal

C031 - beige chaud

C032 - palétuvier

D043 - caramel

D044 - tournesol

E055 - ocre

E056 - rousillon

A009 - gris anthracite

A010 - cachemire gris galet

B021 - muscade

B022 - cachemire beige

C033 - fabuleux

C034 - cactus

D045 - safran

D046 - pudding

E057 - orange vif

E058 - terre battue

A011 - noir de noir

A012 - cachemire gris tonnerre

B023 - brun cigare

B024 - tiramisu

C035 - arabica

C036 - tortue

D047 - ébène

D048 - raphia

E059 - cachemire brun

E060 - tabac

F061 - guimauve

F062 - rose ancien

G073 - blanc lilas

G074 - églantine

H085 - mauve pâle

H086 - transparent

I097 - gris nuage

I098 - vert cristallin

J109 - vert d’eau

J110 - bambou

F063 - granit rose

F064 - taupe

G075 - hêtre blanc

G076 - rose magique

H087 - lavande

H088 - abîme bleu

I099 - bleu ciel

I100 - vert olivier

J111 - verveine

J112 - pastis

F065 - teddy

F066 - gris mauve

G077 - lilas

G078 - rouge salsa

H089 - hortensia

H090 - bleu mistral

I101 - bleu cendré

I102 - vert botanique

J113 - cachemire atlantis

J114 - jaune moutarde

F067 - pomodore

F068 - bière ambrée

G079 - arabesque

G080 - cachemire magenta

H091 - cassis

H092 - bleu provence

I103 - ardoise

I104 - turquoise

J115 - vert feuille

J116 - vert olive

F069 - potiron

F070 - rouge opéra

G081 - silhouette

G082 - cachemire framboise

H093 - cachemire prune

H094 - griotte

I105 - bleu abîme

I106 - acacia

J117 - vert kaki

J118 - vert pomme

F071 - rouge garance

F072 - marron

G083 - aubergine

G084 - bleu nuit

H095 - rouge brique

H096 - cachemire bleu roi

I107 - bleu foncé

I108 - pétrole

J119 - vert foncé

J120 - vert noir

